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Assyrian Aesthetics: Recovering the Modern Assyrian Art of William
Daniel (1903-88) and Andre Gvalevich (1911-85)
As a result of the Assyrian Genocide of 1915, ISIS massacres of 2015 (Griswold), and
other contexts of silencing against Assyrians in recent history, it might be challenging to imagine
that the ethnic group has an active culture that is worthy of scholarly attention. Whenever
Western societies promote Assyrian culture, they usually do so through the lens of their ancient
ancestors. The discipline of “Assyriology,” for example, usually excludes modern Assyrian
experiences like the diaspora (Cheng). Similarly, Assyrian culture itself tries to protect its
nationalism from change. In the context of marriage, Marta Woźniak-Bobińska interviewed the
Assyrian population of Södertalje, Sweden, finding that “there were people who did not like any
changes in rituals…and were afraid that identity would be lost if the young did not strictly follow
the traditions” (7). While promoting a prideful heritage is an important part of nationalism, an
obsession with the past can distract Assyrians from celebrating their recent accomplishments.
In this paper, I aim to typify the beauty of modern Assyrian art (20th century–present),
and I hope that my analysis can introduce ways for the modern Assyrian canon to be analyzed in
relevant pathways of scholarship (Assyrian Studies, post-genocide art, etc.). One poem from this
canon is “The Problem” (1975) by William Daniel (1903-88), an incredibly inspiring poet,
musician, and activist who survived the Assyrian Genocide (Ishaya 42). I will also analyze a
portrait of Daniel by Andre Gvalevich (1911-85), an Assyrian painter and friend of Daniel who
produced over 300 paintings and spent most of his life in Iran and Russia after escaping the
Assyrian Genocide.
Although ancient Assyria tends to embody the goal of scholarship on Assyrians, I argue
that Daniel and Gvalevich’s artworks deserve attention in scholarship because their themes of
loneliness/intimacy fit relevant definitions of aesthetics. I will first develop a contemporary

definition of “aesthetics” through Peter Balakian. Then, I will conduct a literature review that
critiques the scholarship on Daniel to build the conversation around the artist. (Unfortunately,
there does not seem to be any cultural scholarship that exists on Gvalevich). Thirdly, I will
present sub-arguments about “The Problem” and Daniel’s portrait––each with a close-reading
analysis that explores loneliness/intimacy. Finally, I will write my conclusion that connects my
first and third sections with the theory of aesthetics from the first section.

1. “Aesthetics”
“Aesthetics” in this paper has two sub-definitions. First, aesthetics recognizes that the
need for art stems from the context of a “vast irrational” (qtd. in Balakian 11). ArmenianAmerican poet Peter Balakian essays an account of the “vast irrational” by narrating the story of
Primo Levi, an Italian-Jewish writer, in Auschwitz. In the sheer disorder of a concentration
camp, poetry enabled Levi to maintain his dignity as he tried to teach the words of Canto 26
from Dante’s Inferno to a non-Italian friend. Balakian notes that the suffering at Auschwitz
“compelled [Levi] to teach, translate, and interpret Canto 26 in a way that brought a moment of
clarity, simple and complex––a moment that provided a counterforce to that vast irrational” (11).
In other words, Levi taught poetry to his friend because he desperately needed it, based on the
oppression he was experiencing.
Applying this definition to this paper, I will show how the context of Daniel and
Gvalevich’s Assyrian audience during the 20th century fit the “vast irrational” because it was
affected by the Assyrian Genocide. Through art, Daniel and Gvalevich inspired their audiences
to hold a “vise-grip” on their human dignity in the face of “the vast irrational” of the Ottoman’s
massacres. Additionally, even though they did not directly survive the genocide, today’s
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audience of Assyrians, an audience of focus in this paper (especially for my analysis of Daniel),
fit the “vast irrational” in many ways. Assyrians exist (a) as a stateless group with members
scattered in the diaspora, (b) as a political entity suffering massacres in the Middle East
(Griswold; Yacoub 216-217), and (c) as a minority ethnic group trying to navigate the process of
assimilation in Western countries.
Amid “the vast irrational,” art also has the capacity to reclaim a person’s humanity
through memory. At Auschwitz, Levi attempted the fastidious challenge of remembering the
canto’s exact words. This process of remembering allowed Levi to spend more time
understanding, imagining, and interpreting the poem. As Balakian notes, the poetry recovers a
person’s self through “the vise-grip of memory––memory that is alive in a self that can find its
center in bare lines of words, images, symbolic forms, and music-making syntax that connects
the rhythms of language with the rhythms of the body and mind” (13). In other words, the
connection between memory and poetry is marbled; a person can recover their agency amid the
vast irrational because they are reigniting parts of their self. I will proceed to show how Daniel
and Gvalevich create a similar relationship of memory through the themes of
loneliness/intimacy. Each artwork invites its Assyrian audience to reflect on their collective
experience as an Assyrian. That is––just as Levi recalled his connections to his Italian culture
through the Italian legend Dante, Daniel and Gvalevich wanted Assyrians to recover their
Assyrian identity in situations of oppression.

2. Evaluating Current Scholarship
In contrast to aesthetics, the scholars who have researched William Daniel have mainly
centered their analyses on what I define as “folkloric methodology” that tries to discover the
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source of a poet’s artistic style. Although folkloric scholars analyze formal features, they contrast
with “aesthetics” because they fail to apply history to the emotional connection between an artist
and their audience. Sargon Donabed, for example, has expanded Younan Hozaya’s folkloric
investigation of the poem Kateeny Gabbara by codifying the poem’s formal features into certain
genres: general heroic epics, classical Syriac poetry, and oral narratives of Kateeny the legend.
Similarly, Alessandro Mengozzi has aimed to place the poem in the context of oral Assyrian
folklore through a survey of various Assyrian oral narratives. Finally, Nineb Lamassu has
investigated the formal similarities and differences between Kateeny Gabbara, oral narratives of
Kateeny, and The Epic of Gilgamesh.
These analyses, unfortunately, end at folklore. For two reasons, I think that folkloric
methodology does not do enough to promote modern Assyrian art in scholarship. First of all,
treating Daniel’s works as if they were historical artifacts can distract readers from recognizing
the intended purpose of Danielian poetry––which is to be read for the sake of aesthetics. If we
treat Daniel’s text like historical artifacts, then we are not showing how Daniel’s work can be
art––how he attempted to relate to Assyrian readers’ imaginations and emotions. Daniel lived in
the 19th–20th century (Ishaya 12), at a time when Assyrians were suffering massacres like the
attempted genocide by the Ottoman Empire in 1915. In response to these injustices, Daniel wrote
original texts, and translated texts from other cultures to Syriac, to share the beauty of poetry
with Assyrian audiences and thereby inspire and strengthen them. Scholars have a duty to respect
this aesthetic aim because it reflects the intentions of the artist. Indeed, as Assyrians face the
lingering effects of oppression and silencing––through the political inequalities in countries that
occupy Assyrians’ homeland and the inadequate ethnic resources in the diaspora––Daniel’s
desires to inspire and strengthen Assyrian culture are especially necessary and relevant.
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Finally, folkloric methodologies can be problematic because they turn Daniel’s epic
Kateeny Gabbara into the only primary source of analysis. Focusing solely on the epic does not
do justice to the wealth of epistemology in Daniel’s prolific portfolio, which features poems that
may not contain an overt folkloric presence like Kateeny Gabbara. For example, some of
Daniel’s texts rely on length, genres, stanzas and themes that differ greatly from the epic genre
(like “The Problem” which I will analyze in this paper). By diversifying the purview of Daniel’s
works, we can thereby accomplish the goal of preserving a diverse, complex, and kaleidoscopic
account of contemporary Assyrian culture for today’s audience.

3a. Daniel’s “The Problem”
I will now demonstrate how Daniel creates intimacy with his readers by allowing them to
empathize with Daniel’s struggles of loneliness. Although the original purpose of “The Problem”
in 1975 was to expose the marginalization of political organizations in the 1950-70s, I argue that
the poem can still be relevant for today’s Assyrian readers because Daniel describes its
characters through fluid, unchanging definitions.
For context, “The Problem” was written in 1975 originally in the Syriac literature but
later translated to English by Daniel himself (Ishaya 109). The poem consists of one long stanza
of 38 lines and, thus, differs greatly from the epic heroic genre of Kateeny Gabbara.
Thematically, while Kateeny Gabbara includes “contemporary concerns” such as “political
Assyrianism” (Mengozzi 333), “The Problem” focuses on civic organizations in Chicago and
other American cities.
First, “The Problem” advances themes of loneliness because it separates Daniel from his
audience to represent the marginalization of late-20th century Assyrian-American activism.
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Daniel likely wrote “The Problem” as “a direct criticism of the Assyrian civic and political
organizations” that were inattentive to systematic concerns (Ishaya 108). For example, Daniel’s
criticism had personal roots. When he immigrated to Chicago from Tehran in the 1950s, the
organizations there failed to keep their promise of funding his arts and providing him with
adequate housing (Ishaya 106). “The Problem” reflects that marginalization by describing the
organizations as the pronoun “we,” and those suffering abroad and locally as “our people.” The
poem’s first two lines establish this conflict:
Our people are strangers wherever they reside;
While we drink [heartily] and swell in pride. (italics mine) (Daniel, lines 1-2).
The language advances an internal division, which works to expose the movements’ failures to
support Daniel and other marginalized Assyrians.
While the poem creates this division on a surface-level, its formal features cause the
boundaries to become fluid and, thus, open gateways for new occupations in their spaces. The
poem underscores an inherent irony because Daniel’s story fits into both “our people” and “we.”
In another two lines, the poem exaggerates this distinction:
Hunger gnaws the belly of [a] barefooted child;
While we in banquets grow periodically wild. (Daniel, lines 5-6)
While Daniel worked directly with political activism, concocting texts such as Assyrians of
Today: Their Problem, and a Solution (1969) (Ishaya 113), his socioeconomic status excluded
him from the organizers’ bacchanal events that the poem describes. Thus, Daniel’s experiences
transcend the division; his experiences intersect with both groups. Conversely, the organizations
also fit both categories since they are naturally part of the general Assyrian race. When Daniel
briefly introduces “our scholars the learned” as a third group, this belongingness becomes clear:
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We are Assyrians” [our scholars the learned] say, and this state
Makes us very proud for Atour was great. (Daniel, lines 13-14)
The excerpt “We as Assyrians” situates “we” in context with all Assyrians––not just those in
need. As the poem juxtaposes scholars with the organizations, the organizers become part of the
general culture.
Through the fluid space that underscores the pronouns, the poem then becomes intimate
with the reader by inviting them to place their experiences in conversation with the characters.
Towards the end, Daniel asks questions, like “Shall we ever cease to be just a sound?” (Daniel,
line 27). Not only does the rhetorical style inherently call upon readers to enter the poem’s
imaginative space, but the exact messages allude to philosophical dilemmas concerning the
whole diaspora. Becoming more than “just a sound” does not solely exist for political
organizations but for all Assyrians who desire representation ––since, as the poem notes, they are
“strangers wherever they reside.” For example, one scholar named Joseph Yacoub wrote about
the Assyrian Genocide in Year of the Sword to preserve our history. College students, too, have
tried to promote their culture, like U.C. Davis’ Assyrian Student Association who “[strive] to
create visibility” when no one else will (Assyrian Student Association). Thus, Assyrians across
many contexts seek representation like the 1950-70s political organizers.
In fact, a study of the publication history suggests that the poem functions to reach
contemporary readers who feel disconnected from their Assyrian heritage. As I’ve discovered
based on my personal conversations with Dr. Ishaya, “The Problem” is thus far only published in
Ishaya’s biography William Daniel: Portrait of an Assyrian Icon. The biography includes
Daniel’s life story, unpublished writings, and postcards from Assyrians whose lives he inspired.
Based on the context of the biography, the poem works in conversation with the overall themes
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that underscore Daniel’s life that include the invitation for other Assyrians to engage in his
writings (Ishaya 13). The poem seems to be a part of the book’s telos to promote Daniel’s works
for us today when people rarely did so during his time. Furthermore, Daniel himself translated
the poem from Syriac to English (Ishaya 108). While Daniel did translate his works, this
particular translation is odd given that his intended audience was first-generation activists in the
1980s, who speak and read Assyrian perfectly. It seems that Daniel wanted to open the poem to
more Assyrian audiences who were not literate in Syriac, which includes many Assyrians today.

3b. Gvalevich’s Portrait of Daniel
In addition to Daniel’s “The Problem,” Andre
Gvalevich’s oil painting portrait of Daniel (see Figure 1)
represents aesthetics. I will now argue that Gvalevich’s and
Daniel’s biographical contexts address the portrait’s stylistic
ambiguity between loneliness and intimacy. The contexts do
this through leadership––by defining Daniel as an Assyrian
leader who distances from but connects himself with his
Figure 1: Portrait of William Daniel by Andre
Gvalevich

Assyrian audience. For reference, Gvalevich and Daniel
were close friends during the 1940s, when Daniel lived

with Gvalevich’s family in Tehran (Ishaya 77). In fact, Daniel found his muse to write the epic
Kateeny Gabbara by listening to Gvalevich’s mom play Assyrian folkloric music on the piano
(Ishaya 77). Although I am analyzing the version of Gvalevich’s portrait that appears on the
cover of William Daniel: A Portrait of an Assyrian Icon, I know after speaking with Dr. Arianne
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Ishaya that the original portrait exists with a personal friend in Southern California. There is also
a gallery of other Gvalevich artworks in Zinda Magazine (see “Gallery” for more).
To begin with, there is a fruitful (yet at first ambiguous) conversation that occurs between
loneliness and intimacy. On the one hand, through the theme of loneliness, we can note that the
formal features advance an aloof relationship between Daniel and his viewer. First, Daniel’s face
looks away to his left, away from the viewers, and his eyes and mouth appear solemn as opposed
to warm and inviting. Additionally, the red, yellow, and blue colors of the background match the
colors of Daniel’s suits, marbling the connection between the portrait’s foreground and
background. This compresses the space of the frame and, thus, fails to open the space for the
viewer. These formal features are perplexing, given Daniel’s life story: although Daniel
dedicated his life to building relationships with Assyrian audiences, his facial features and the
portrait’s spacing maintain an indifferent attitude to the viewer.
On the other hand, Gvalevich’s portrait also represents a theme of intimacy. First of all,
even though Daniel’s face turns away from the viewer, he is still at the center of the viewer’s
attention because the portrait typifies a medium close-up angle. This angle exposes to the viewer
the precise details of Daniel’s face, such as his stubble. Additionally, the genre of the portrait
itself reveals the metatheatrical connection between the portraiture and the subject, which shows
that the subject can never be isolated inherently from his environment. Although Daniel is on his
own, and Gvalevich is outside the frame, through the portrait, their connection was inseparable
in real-life as two friends living together in Tehran. They depended on each other for cultural
revival and emotional support during a tumultuous time for Assyrians in the aftermath of the
Ottoman Genocide, and this portrait represents this solidarity by virtue of its creation. Lastly,
unique to this one edition of the portrait, the portrait being on the cover of William Daniel:
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Portrait of an Assyrian Icon forms a dialogue with the themes of Daniel’s biography––which
naturally fosters intimacy between Daniel’s reader and Daniel’s life story.
Through the biographical context of Gvalevich and Daniel, we can remedy the ambiguity
between the portrait’s formal features because it reveals the artists’ life goals for their Assyrian
community. Gvalevich, first, notes that
We need to recognize that our people are behind in the field of art appreciation…Of
course, as long as we Assyrians do not have our own state, we do not have a unique art
form. We can only take pride in the excellence of the arts of our ancestors. (“Biography”)
Gvalevich, in other words, wanted to be a leader for his people. Daniel agreed wholeheartedly
with Gvalevich about the need to lead the Assyrian people to enlightenment. Describing the
protagonist from Cyrano de Bergerac, one of Daniel’s favorite pieces of literature, and applying
it to the Assyrian context, Daniel writes that
If you have a goal you believe in, then you need to work on it by relying on yourself, and
only help from above, because it is not easy to find someone who will have the same
outlook as you. (Ishaya 41)
In this passage, Daniel aimed to evolve the culture through art. Dr. Ishaya writes about Daniel
wanted to be a genius out of love. For example, he wanted to translate works like Cyrano de
Bergerac to educate his “orphaned people” when Assyrians at the time held an indifference to
the beauty of art (42). As one of Daniel’s students notes, Assyrians loved Daniel’s leadership:
“William Daniel is not only the writer of Kateeny Gabbara, but he was the real Kateeny. He was
the one who revived the Assyrian literature by his works” (Ishaya 169).
To apply this context of leadership to the painting, we can take a particular look at one
formal feature from the portrait: the dash of yellow color on the right. This color differs from the
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marmoreal colors of the background. It seems to be akin to a ray of sunshine, and Daniel directs
his attention towards it as if he is the one concocting the light. Perhaps Gvalevich is referring to
Daniel’s first publication, which was a collection of poems entitled Zahrira-d-umanuta or Rays
of Artistic Inspiration (Ishaya 68). While we cannot know for certain what referent constitutes
the metaphor, we can deduce that Daniel is pointing to (or creating) something that is
enlightening, bright, and powerful. Daniel’s face and Gvalevich’s desire to enact his original
aesthetic identity direct the viewer towards a new direction in their culture. The light likely refers
to the desire for progress that was a sine qua non for Daniel and Gvalevich as artists. Daniel,
with a face that evokes deference from his viewer, is leading his Assyrian viewers and inviting
them to join him in their journey of cultural development.

3c. Coalescing Daniel and Gvalevich in Summary
I began this paper by asking how we as scholars can begin to interpret Daniel and
Gvalevich through aesthetics. To attain this goal, I have explored the aesthetic theme of
loneliness/intimacy that occurs in Daniel and Gvalevich’s art. “The Problem,” first, allows the
reader to empathize with Daniel’s isolation from his Assyrian community in Chicago through his
pronouns. Similarly, although Gvalevich depicts Daniel ambiguously between loneliness and
intimacy, the historical context of both Gvalevich’s and Daniel’s missions as artists demystifies
the ambiguity by depicting Daniel as a loving leader.
Ultimately, the relationship between the artist and audience manifests Balakian’s
definition of “aesthetics.” For one, Daniel and Gvalevich recognize the “vast irrational” by
referring to the context of the Assyrian Genocide. “The Problem” represents the chaos of
Assyrian activism and tries to make this chaos relevant to Assyrians today. The portrait,
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similarly, recognizes frustration and distance of the artists from their Assyrian community. They
want them to have agency during the chaos of their existence after the genocide. Regarding the
second definition of aesthetics, Daniel and Gvalevich try to elicit memory by referring to their
audiences’ Assyrian identity. “The Problem” tries to invite readers to appreciate Assyrian
nationalism while the portrait represents Daniel and Gvalevich’s mission to recover Assyrian
culture after the genocide. All in all, I hope that my analysis demonstrates the relevance,
seriousness, and complexity of modern Assyrian art, hoping it can introduce aesthetics as a
component of scholarship.
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